
The meaning in which the term mt (mtw in the plural) is employed in the texts, is not 

always that of “the dead”: 

The mt  are reported to respect Osiris (Horus is addressing his father Osiris):    

 

                                                          
                 Ax(w)                snD           =k  mt(w)                SfSf      =k     
      The pure ones      fear       you, the mtw        respect you 
                                            (The Book of Gates, W. Budge, “The Egyptian Heaven and Hell,” Vol. II, p. 133-135)  

 

The mtw saw Any (The well-known scribe mentioned in the papyrus of Any): 
 

               
nTrw             mtw                    mAA.n                 =sn               Any 
gods (and)  mtw                saw                they           Any 
                                                                        (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch. 134, pl. 22, line 13)  

 

The mtw grasp hands: 
 

In Neith’s pyramid paragraph 1999d reads: Hw =k a =k ir mtw ir axw :you shall 

extend your hand to the mtw and to the axw, according to Faulkner, or you 

shall strike with your arm to the mtw and to the axw, according to Allen. 

And the text continues: who will grasp your hand for the foremost of the 
Westerners, according to the former translator and who will take your arm to 

Foremost of Westerners according to the latter. 

 
The mtw are not allowed to enter where gods enter: 

 
In the Book of Gates we read: None shut [the door] against you, and the  

mt(w), , do not enter in after you. 
                                                                            (W. Budge, “The Egyptian Heaven and Hell,” Vol. II, p.91) 

 
 
In the Eber medical papyrus a passage (24,14) reads: 
 

                                                 
     dr                       aAa                     n        mt                      mtt 
Drive out        affliction  (caused)  by      mt (male) (and/or) mtt (female) 
 

                                           
 m           Xt           nt          s                      st 
in      the body     of       man  (and/or) woman 
 

In the Wörterbuch the term mt is translated as death and dead man (mtt, dead 

woman) but in order to justify occurrences of the term in context where such 



meanings can not apply, an additional meaning is provided: “spukendes, Krankheit 
bringendes Wessen,” a ghostly, illness bringing being. 
 
However, in the introduction to the Ebers papyrus (1, 3) the above passage appears as 
follows: 
 

                                   
     dr               sta              nTr           nTrt               mt           mtt 
drive out   afflictions  (by)god    (by)goddess    (by)mt     (by)mtt 
 

The word “affliction (by mt), aAa, , however, is also used (instead of the word 

sta, ) when reference is made to afflictions caused both by gods and mt. 
Column 6, line 16 in the Hearst medical papyrus reads: 
 

                            
        aAa                    n     nTr            n         mt              m         Xt          nt          s   
affliction           by   god  (and)  by       mt             in     the body   of       man 

 

Therefore, no infection caused by a dead body is meant and, besides, the word aAa, 
, as a verb means ejaculate and as a noun means semen. Most probably some 

genetically transmitted characteristic was meant originally because we know from the 
funerary texts that those undergoing judgment had to plead innocent of sexual contact. 

 

                                                      
                                           n            nk         =i 
                                       not    copulated    I 
                                                                                           (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch. 125, pl. 30, line 15) 

 

In the text of the Dispute a passage reads: If you detain me in this present form of 
an mt… 
 
 

50  

          ir        ihm (him)              =k             wi           r        mt        
        if     detain, hold back        thou            me          as        mt                  
If you hold me back as (an) mt  
 

 

                            
        m                pA                              qi 
       in            this (present, today’s)  form 
 

... but in the translations we read: 
but if you lead me toward death in this manner (Lichtheim) 

If you hold me back from death in this manner (Faulkner) 



 

If by mt a living person is meant, then who that person is? 

 

The meaning of the term mt,  , , (female mtt, ) or    in the 

plural, can easily be derived from its determinative sign, , depicting a man lying on 

his side with blood streaming from his head. 

In the Pyramid texts the word mt occurs determined by only the ideogram of the 

head of  the figure , thus:  

Later the ancient Egyptians interpreted the blood as an axe and thus from Dynasty 

XX onwards (probably earlier according to Alan Gardiner) the sign was altered to 

show the human figure kneeling  , , or even standing  and therefore alive. 

The sign  or  or  or  is used to determine names of beings hostile to the 

gods:  

  xftyw,  the enemies:  

 

                                                      

     xftyw             =f        nw          nb              r             Dr 

   enemies       his     of      the Lord     of          all 
 

, isftyw,  those carrying the bodily faults called isft. 

 

                                                     
         dd                     srwHw                     m                  isftyw  
   causing      destruction (Budge)      of       defective ones  

     puts          the lasso (Faulkner)              
 

                               
           r                         nmt                       =f 
          in          slaughter house         his 
                                                            (The Book of the Dead, Chapter 17, plate10, line 26)                                                       

In column 22 of the Dispute text the man confesses that he carries these istf  faults 

(see part 5 of this article entitled “The isft traits” ) 

 

 

 



 sbiw,  the rebels:  

                                                
     xft             =k            rdiw      n         sDt              sbiw                 xr 
enemy      yours (god’s) given   to    the pyre     the rebel       fell 
 

, nikw,  some other kind of rebels: 

                                        
          nik                    isp (sip)           n          sDt 
         nik                destined          to       the pyre 
                                                                                                (The Book of the dead, Chapter 15, ΒΜ 10471) 

 

 

, aApp,  Apep,  the personification of enmity and opposition to the gods.  

 

                                                                           

   mdAt                  nty                           rx                        xprw 
the book     which is for           knowing             the forms            
                   
 

                                             

nw          ra                        sxr                          aApp 
of           Re   (and) of overthrowing           Apep 

The symbol, however, of Apep is the serpent: . He is known as the seprent 

demon and so he appears in Faulkner’s dictionary:  

  

, stS, Seth, the god-fighting god. 

 

Usually the name of Seth appears written as:     or  

 
It is the companions of Seth who are transformed into animals and killed. 

 

                                                                 
      iwt                                      smAyw                                  stS 
when come      the companions/confederates        of Seth    



                      
     pw            ir       n    =sn               xprw         =sn 
   (it) is          make           they               forms           theirs    

it is that they change their forms 
 
 

 

                                    
        m                awt              aHa.n 
      as             amimals            then            they 

 into animals and then they 
 

 
 

                                
         sft                               m   bAH    a                  nTrw 
  are slaughtered         in the presence     of the gods 

 

 

                                        
      ipw               n                 Dri                    ntw 
    these         (and)       smashed are      they               
 

 

 

               
     snf(w)                      hAy                  im     =sn 
  the blood             flows          among them 
 
 

                                                 
         rdiw               ntw                    m           sipt 
permitted are   these (things)       by      the judgment 
   

                 

     n              imw                    ddw 
   of          those in               Ddw (inhabited region) 
                                                             (The Book of the Dead, Chapter 18, plate 14, line 2) 

 

You may have noticed that the signs  and  or  are interchangeable.  
 



                      

                             
   Rebels              enemies           Apep 
  

We therefore arrive at the conclusion that: 

                                      =  

The mt are the enemies of the gods, or those carrying the bodily characteristics that 

the gods detest: 

                                               
    nn             ir tw                 n=i            xt 
  not     to be created      in me      traits 
 

 

                                        

      m             nw                      bwt                nTr(w) 
    of          those    (which) detest       the gods 

                                                              (The Book of the Dead, Chapter 176, text by E.Naville) 
 

The mt were exterminated to the point that their name ended up meaning the dead. 

However, their behavior, as described in the texts, refers to the time when they were 

still alive. A group of humans among other groups of humans: 

I am not gripped by my hand and there are no men , gods 

,  akh (pure ones) ), mt , patricians , 

common folk  or people living in the light  
who shall harm me.  
                                                                                    (The Book of the Dead, Chapter 42, plate 32, line 10) 

 

In column 50 of the Dispute text, the man addresses his Ba: 

50  

          ir        ihm (him)              =k             wi            r          mt        
        if     detain, hold back        thou            me           as         mt                  

If you hold me back as (an) mt  

In the phrase “r mt,” the preposition r  normally means to, towards so the phrase 

should be translated “to mt,” as Lichtheim does below. 



In order for the phase to have meant “as mt” the preposition m  should have been 

used instead.  However, there is the following exception:  After the verbs of 
“appointing”, “making” r “to” is apt to be used in place of m, with little, if any, 
difference of meaning (Grammar §84) 
Because of his attitude, the Ba is actually “appointing” the man to be permanently an 

mt.  

but if you lead me toward death (Lichtheim) 

If you hold me back from death (Faulkner) 

If thou delayest me from a death (Wilson) 

 

              
        m                pA                    qi 
        in                this                 form   
in this (present, today’s) form 
 

The word qi , form, shape is the one used for the form in which gods 

fashioned men (Wörterbuch V, 15.9)  
  
in this manner (Lichtheim, Faulkner) 

of this fashion (Wilson) 

 
 

  51              

   nn              gm                =k                   xnt               =k 
  not              find                 you                  place            yours 
you will not find your place 
 

 

                          
   Hr           s            m              imnt      
   on            it            in           the West 
 in the West 
 

According to Grammar ihm means hold back, detain, lag, go slow (ihmt= detention, 
ihm [det. ] = linger, lag). The man seeks progress. He wants to proceed so that 
from an mt he becomes a Living one and so he complains to the Ba because with his 
attitude he is holding him back in his present form of an mt. 
 
Resulting translation 

 
If you hold me back 

In this present form of mt, 

You will find no place for you in the West. 
 



The expression   ihm (=k) wi r  mt, holding me back as an mt, occurs also in 

column 18          
 

18                     

        bA                 =i                    wxA                       r                sdH  
       ba               mine    incompetent / ignorant      to             ease  

 
 

                           
             AH                      Hr                anx                   
Misery / trouble          in               life      

 
 

19       

          iHm                         wi            r             mt 
  holds back                me        as         mt 
Leads me toward death (Lichtheim) 

holding me back from death (Faulkner) 

drivest me to a death (Wilson) 

 

 

           
      n          iit     =i         n=f 
     not        go        I       to him 
I will not go along with him. 
before I come to it (Lichtheim) 
ere I come to it, (Faulkner) 
ere I come to it, (Wilson) 

 

Wilson, in his attempt to provide his translation with logical meaning, translates the 

verb iHm as drive in column 18 above (drivest me to death ere I come to it), but 

as delay in column 50 (thou delayest me from a death of this fashion)  
For the same reason Lichtheim insists on lead toward and it is only Faulkner who 
translates the verb correctly, disregarding the lack of logical meaning in his 
translation: holding me back from death ere I come to it. 

 

Pronoun =f, of the phrase n iit =i n=f (above) which literally means I will not go 

to him or I will not go with him, is referring to Ba, not to mt (not to death). 

The first word of the phrase in question, n, , can be rendered as without but 

not as before. 

ii=i n=f, without the negation, means I go along with him, I come to his 

side, I agree with him, I am on his side. 
The following passage occurs in paragraph 385a (Utt. 270) of the Pyramid texts: 
 



                         
  ii  n=f        n     gs        =f           mi   ii.tw     nTr        n      gs    =f 
go to him   to    side     his         as   went    god      to   side  his 
I have come to his side just as the god came to his side (Faulkner)  
(Unis) has come to his side like a god’s coming to his side (Allen)  
 
The man refuses to go along, refuses to agree with his Ba, and this he does all the 

way to the end. Μost probably, the phrase n iit =i n=f is a clear statement of his 

disagreement. 
The Ba is of the opinion that the man should be satisfied with attaining the status of 

the Weary but the man seems to find no difference between mt and Weary. The 

passage that follows ends with column 64 where instead of the word “dead” the 

expression “no survivor” is used and thus we are informed that both mt and Wearies 

could end up dead.  
 
56 My Ba opened his mouth to me, to answer what I had said: 

“If you think of burial, that is 57heartbreak 
 

(Ιn column 44 the man had said that he would build a grave structure over Ba’s 
corpse and thus make the other Ba –who were probably buried without a grave stone 
to mark their graves- jealous.) 
 

                 
  pw                init                     rmyt 
 it is           bring, fetch            weep, tears 
it is a bringing of tears 

 

 

          58      

 pw            m                    sind                    s 
it is            as             make miserable         man 
it is like making miserable a man 
 

by aggrieving a man (Lichtheim)   
through making a man miserable; (Faulkner) 
making a man sad (Wilson) 
 

                                     
         Sdt                        s            pw        m         pr=f 
take away, remove      man         this       of        house his 
 by ransacking that man’s house. 

                                                                   Sdt m = ransack of (concise dictionary, p. 273) 

it is taking a man from his house, (Lichtheim, Faulkner) 
it is taking a man out of his house (Wilson) 

 



              59  

      aHa                          Hr                       qAA 
   stand                     on                       ? 

                                                                  aHa Hr = stand on, stand to   

 qAA means hill, high ground but it is only here that the word is determined by .  

The adjective qAi, , means tall, high, but it aslso means exalted . 

The sign  is the determinative for irrigation canal, irrigated land and, as 

per Alan Gardiner, it is clearly a mere differentiation of the earlier determinative sign 

 for mr, channel filled with water. 

In the Pyramid texts the waters that the vindicated has to cross in order to arrive to 

the West, i.e. the water on which the ferry-boat floats, is called mr nxA, the 

channel nxA,  . 

  

My ropes are knotted, my ferry-boats are made ready for the son of 
Atum, who is hungry and thirsty, thirsty and hungry on this southern 

side of the mr nxA. (Faulkner, Utterance 555, §1376)    

 

I ferry across on the Winding Waterway (mr nxA). (Faulkner, Utterance 263  §340) 

 

The sign  in the word qAA, , as well as the sign  in the word mr 
nxA, , are used as logograms,   , because of the small stroke 

underneath.  
 

                                         
                                          qAA             mr 
We could read:……………. exalted         channel,  but  is a determinative as in the 

word mryt , river bank, appearing below 

 
It seems, therefore, that in both cases we are dealing with names of waterways. 

“ aHa Hr qAA” can then be taken to mean insisting on qAA channel, insisting on 

crossing the qAA channel, the exalted channel reserved for the Livings. 
 

The Ba continues his speech by telling the man what he expects to happen if the 

man insists on crossing the qAA channel :  

 

                                 
   nn             pri                 n=k          r                  Hrw 
 not            go forth              thou          to               above  ( r-ḥrw = up )                  

You will not go up 
 

 

 



          60   

       mA         =k                   ra(w) 
   to see        thou             days   
to see (the light of)         the days 
 

 
The above sentence seems to be a poetic or literary variation of the well known 

phrase prt m hrw, goιng out into the day,  , (see page 3 of 

the first part of the article entitled “The Livings”) its meaning being that by insisting on crossing 

the qAA channel  the man will not go out into the day. 

 
Next, the Ba gives an example of what happens to those having grandiose ambitions. 
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                    dqw                       m              inr      n                  mAt 
              builders                       in             stone    of                granite 
Those who built in granite 
Those who built in granite (Lichtheim, Faulkner) 
They who built in granite (Wilson) 

 
 
 

                           
               xus                     m              mr                           nfrw    
                       halls                       of            pyramids                       beautiful 
halls of beautiful pyramids 
who erected halls in excellent tombs (Lichtheim) 
and constructed halls in goodly pyramids (Faulkner) 
And who hew out chambers in a pyramid  (Wilson) 

 

 

 62         

    m                      kAt                             nfrt 
    of              construction                        good 
of  good construction 
of excellent construction (Lichtheim) 
with fine work, (Faulkner) 
good men in good work (Wilson) 

 
 
 
 



                     63  

   xpr                    sqdw                           m               nTrw      
change                builders                         into              gods 
when the builders change into gods 

                                                             xpr  m = change into (concise dictionary, page 188) 

when the builders have become gods (Lichtheim) 
when the builders became gods  (Faulkner) 
as soon as the builders have become gods (Wilson) 

          
                  abAw                                 iry                     wSw       
               scepters                           of them          destroyed, fallen out 
their scepters fall 
their offering stones are desolate (Lichtheim)  

their stelae were destroyed, (Faulkner) 

their offering stones are as bare, (Wilson) 
 

The  abA-scepter  is mentioned in the Pyramid texts, §197: 
 

Set my abA-scepter at the head of the living (Faulkner) 

 

                   64  

   mi                           nnw                               mt(w) 
 like                      the Wearies                          the mt 
like the Wearies (and) the mt 
                                                                     the word mt is in the plural, as is the word nnw 

as if they were the dead who died  (Lichtheim) 

like the weary ones who died (Faulkner) 

as (those of) the weary ones, the dead (Wilson) 

 

                   
  Hr                mryt                   n                   gAw               Hry - tA   
 on             river bank             because             lack               survivor 
on the river bank when no one survives. 

 Note the determinative sign of the word  mryt, river bank  

on the riverbank for lack of a survivor (Lichtheim) 

on the riverbank through lack of a survivor (Faulkner) 

on the dyke (Wilson) 

 
Resulting translation (columns 59-64) 

 

If you insist on crossing the exalted channel 
You will not go out into the light 
 

The builders of beautiful granite pyramids, 



when they change into gods 
their scepters fall, 

as Wearies and mt fall on the river bank 
when none of them survives. 
 
The builders who changed into gods failed as gods. He, who is not a god, but insists 
on crossing where only gods should cross, he will also fail. 
 

           
   Dd    =i           n              Sm                =i    
 saιd     I           not              go                    I 
I said: “I will not go away  
I said: “I will not go (Lichtheim)  

I said: “I have not gone, (Faulkner) 

I said: “I have not departed (Wilson) 

 
 

34                              

     iw                     nfA                 r             tA 
    while          that (these)            on          earth 
as long as that is on earth. 

In column 7, the phrase “imi Sm bA =i”, not to go away ba mine,  means my 

Ba should stay with me during judgment (see part 4 of the article, entitled “The Ba”) 

In column 37 (see below) nfA, that, refers to the West.   

as long as this is neglected. (Lichtheim) 

(even though) that is on the ground. (Faulkner) 

As long as these things are neglected. (Wilson) 
 
 

                     
        nHmn tw                  Hr                        tfyt 
assuredly   you                 on            leaping (?), fleeing (?) 
Assuredly,  by fleeing 

The signs and  determine the verb war, flee,  as they do for the verb tfi 
above. 

surely, if you ran away, (Lichtheim) 

Indeed, you leap away, (Faulkner) 

He who carries (men) off forcibly (Wilson) 

 

            35     

   nn                         nwit             =k 
 not            care for, assemble       you 
there will be no assembling for you  

By assembling them, the gods transformed the weary ones  into hale ones  



you will not be cared for (Lichtheim)                  

but you will not be cared for. (Faulkner ) 

will take, without caring about thee  (Wilson) 

 

                        
           xnri                         nb          Hr          dD     
      prisoner                     every         on          saying 
Every prisoner says: 

The man, as an mt, is a prisoner himself. The mt have to pass gates in order to go 

out into the light. 

Every criminal says: (Lichtheim) 

Every prisoner says:  (Faulkner) 

(like) any criminal saying: (Wilson)                                                                                   
 

 

36                                     

        iw    =i              r                 iTi                  =k 
         am     I                to      take for use, rob        you 
“I will rob you 
“I shall seize you“  (Lichtheim) 

'I will take you,' (Faulkner) 

“I shall cary thee off, (Wilson) 
 

                         37    

    iw                grt    =k             mt                 rn =k              anx             
   are       moreover   you              mt             name yours         Living 
for you are an mt but your name is that of a Living” 
 
Though you are dead your name lives. (Lichtheim) 
but you are dead, though your name lives. (Faulkner) 
For thy (fate) is still death, (though) thy name may live. (Wilson) 
 

The man is considered an mt before judgment. However, if the other “prisoners” 
know that his father is a Living one then he is considered to have a Living name, a 
Living inheritance. 
It is his identity, therefore, that the other prisoners are reported to want to rob.  
 

          38           

       st             nfA                     nt          xnt              
    place        that                       of            rest                   
Yonder is the place for settling down 
 

Yonder is the place of rest, (Lichtheim) 
Yonder is a resting place,  (Faulkner) 
(But) yonder is a place for settling down, (Wilson) 
 



                   

              afd              nt         ib                  dmi              pw       imnt 
            lead           of      heart              abode             is     the West 
the guide of the heart; the West is home. 
 

the heart’s goal. The West is a dwelling place. (Lichtheim) 
attractive to the heart; the West is a dwelling place. (Faulkner) 

the guide of the heart; the West is home. (Wilson) 

 
Resulting translation 
 

I said: “I will not run away (from judgment) as long as that is on the 

earth. 
Assuredlly, if you flee you will not get the proper treatment. 

Every prisoner says: I will rob you. 
You are an mt but you’ve got a Living name. 

 

Yonder is the place for settling down, 
The guide of the heart. The West is home”. 
 

The judgment could be skipped if one availed himself of the proper means: 
 

Atum himself who watches over the many faces which are in the sky, (even 
he) whose shape is invisible, who wards off the Tribunal on my account. 
                                                                                                                    (Faulkner, The Coffin Texts, Spell 507, §92) 
 

He (the king) will not be excluded (from going into the Gods’ land), and there is 
nothing through which he can be excluded; there will be no session on him 

in the Tribunal of the God. 
                                                                                                        (Faulkner, The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 258 §309) 
 

                                                                                

     n             Hms        =f              m                    DADAt                         nTr     
    No       session    on him     of                 assessors             of the god 
                                                                                    
 

The man, of the Dispute text, has no intention of skipping judgment as he believes 
that his hidden identity of Living will be formally recognized by the assessors. The 
condition he establishes by as long as that is (or these are) on earth is quite 
obscure. 
  
Although he deserves a Living name and a Living identity he is actually an mt with an 

mt name which stinks. Beginning with column 87 he addresses the Ba saying: , 

mk, Behold (thou), , baH rn =i, my name reeks, and 

continues with a series of comparisons, most of which have to do with fetid smells, 
down to column 103.         
 
The name of an mt stinks because it is considered the name of an animal.                     
 
They change their forms into animals (see above, page 5) 

 


